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?  ?: 在只给出用简单多边形表示的两输入形状的情况下, 实现一种简单易用、自然高效的形状插值方法. 首先利
用基于形状感知的特征匹配算法生成源形状和目标形状之间的匹配; 之后在源形状上构造三角剖分, 并通过求解映
射到目标形状上的尽量刚体的局部单射得到同构三角剖分; 最后利用扭曲有界的插值方法得到中间序列. 实验结果
表明, 该方法构造的形变结果能较好地体现源形状和目标形状的特征对应信息, 形变过程自然, 扭曲较小. 
???：特征匹配; 同构剖分; 三角网格; 插值形变 
??????：TP391.41 
Planar Shape Interpolation Based on Local Injective Mapping 
Qi Fei and Chen Zhonggui* 
(School of Information Science and Technology, Xiamen University, Xiamen  361005) 
Abstract: This paper presents an efficient and easy-to-use planar shape interpolation method, given two input 
shapes represented by simple polygons. We firstly used a perception-based feature matching algorithm to match 
the feature points in the source shape with the target shape, then built compatible triangulations by constructing a 
locally injective mapping between the source and target shapes. Finally, an interpolation method with bounded 
distortion was adopted to get intermediate frames. Experimental results show that the interpolation results by our 
method can well reflect the feature correspondences between the source and the target shapes, and the resultant 
deformation is visually pleasing with less distortion. 
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2  本文方法 
2.1  概述 
????????????????????
??????????????, ??????: 
Step1. ?? 2 ??? S ? T, ????????  
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3  实验结果及分析 
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表 1  文中例子运行时间比较 
????/ms   
Laplacian  Dirichlet ????
?? 700 23.79 45.75 40.24 
“??”??“S” 641 16.25 33.97 42.05 
“??”??“U” 1 243 16.20 79.43 54.37 
?? 919 24.43 73.80 40.69 
???? 1 264 29.43 136.78 55.84 
???? 736 21.37 41.49 38.38 
???? 1 397 36.85 200.05 55.91 
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